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PRE-REGISTER TO SAVE MONEY

If you prefer you can reserve a spot by email or fax. Send us a note that
you will be there. We will confirm receipt of your reservation. You can
then either bring the payment with you or put it in the mail. Please make
your reservation prior to SEPTEMBER 19th, 2016.
Please note:
Should you register and not attend you will be
invoiced the meeting fee.
Students must have their payment in by Monday prior to the
meeting. To make your reservation today contact Rob at:
rob.castillo@univarcanada.com
or by fax at (416) 740-2227 OR on-line at:
http://www.ontarioscc.org/registration.htm

SCC ONTARIO EDUCATION DAY

“Eat well and Age healthy: or is it the other way around? ”
- Vanya Loroch, Ph D
Thursday September 22nd, 2016
Location:

The Venetian Banquet
& Hospitality Centre
219 Romina Drive,
City of Vaughan,
ON, L4K 4V3
(tel: 905-264-9960)

Fees:

$75 for SCC Members
(Pre-Registered)
Non-Members $130
(Pre-Registered)
$30 for Students
(pre-Registered)
9am– Registration
Noon– Lunch (provided)
4:30pm– Adjourned

Schedule

COURSE OUTLINE
8:30am
9:00 am

REGISTRATION
INTRODUCTION



Nutrition and aging: two words, many meanings, much confusion

PART I. Observing aging: what can be made visible?





Aging at the level of tissues, cells, intra‐cellular structures and molecules





Hallmarks of aging in skin, nail and hair tissues





Aging biomarkers

PART II. Aging, how does it work?





Intrinsic and Extrinsic aging





The triumph and tragedy of oxygen





Genetics and epigenetics of aging: are there time bombs in our genome?





Aging as the result of gene expression

PART III. Nutrition and aging: facts and fiction





Why do we need to eat (healthy food)?





The kaleidoscope of micronutrients





Caloric restriction: why is it so healthy?





An evidence‐based look at nutricosmetics

Please note:




Lunch will be served from noon to 1pm.





Morning and afternoon breaks included where necessary





Adjourn approximately 4:40pm
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Bio:
Vanya Loroch, Ph D
Vanya Loroch is a teacher and trainer in life sciences. He is a hyper-generalist.
His teaching knowledge covers a number of domains: medical and
non-medical biology, classical and molecular genetics, all flavors of biotechnology, drug development, medical information management, and health promotion and prevention. In the last twenty years, he has participated in a variety of
educational projects driven by schools, universities or private initiatives. In the
course of this work, Vanya always focused on trying to understand what lies at
the heart of effective science education. By so doing, he eventually developed an
original, transdisciplinary teaching method that applies to any non-biologist,
ranging from a secondary school student to a seasoned PhD-level scientist.
As the CEO of the company he founded, Vanya offers rapid biology and biotech
courses aimed at any professional working in life sciences and related domains.
Since 2007, his trainings have benefitted over 2000 professionals representing
some 200 companies and organizations active in pharma, biotech, medtech,
food and cosmetics industries, environmental sciences, agriculture,
engineering, academic research, politics, and the fight against doping.
In 2012, Vanya was appointed Professor at Business School Lausanne,
Switzerland, where he teaches biology and biotechnology for sustainable
business practices.
In 2014, Vanya was appointed Education Director of the Swiss Biotech Association Academy, a newly founded educational platform for integrative learning of
all essential scientific and business foundations of the biotech and pharma industries.
Vanya holds a Ph.D. in Molecular Biology from the University of California at
Santa Cruz, USA and has carried out postdoctoral research at the University of
Geneva.
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May Meeting Review
We had a busy May Chapter meeting at the Venetian. We started the evening with Paola Battiston
from Seneca who updated us all on the recently launched Cosmetic Science Graduate Certificate
program at Seneca.
We were then fortunate to have SCC Ontario scholarship winner Katerina
Juskey give a brief presentation on Colour
Cosmetic Trends and Claims Market
Research. Katerina graduated with a Master of
Science and Technology majoring in Fragrance
and Cosmetics from (UVSQ/ISIPCA) in Versailles,
France as well as a Masters in Business and
Management (MBM) from the University of Padua, Italy in December 2015.
Together, the two competencies make up the European and Fragrance
Cosmetic Master program, which she completed with 19 other international
students. She was required to fulfill a 6-month internship to graduate from
this program, which she completed at Estee Lauder in the R&D Anhydrous Lip Group last year in
Markham, and she is now a Chemist with the R&D Outside Vendor Team.
Finally our featured speaker was Saina Taida gave a detailed presentation
on “Biotechnology and Cosmetics”.What is a “good” bio-functional
active? How are biotech based actives used in cosmetics measured? How
realistic is the molecular biology data and to what extend can we rely on
them for beauty claims? Saina talked about some commonly used
biotechnology techniques and tools that could be used in the cosmetic
sciences area of knowledge as well addressed chal- lenges in getting the
right information from numerous available studies in biotech sector for
cosmetic related businesses.

SCC -About Our Organization
Dedicated to the advancement of cosmetic science, the Society strives to increase and disseminate scientific information through meetings and publications. By promoting research in cosmetic science and
industry, and by setting high ethical, professional and educational standards, we reach our goal of improving the qualifications of cosmetic scientists. Our mission is to further the interests and recognition
of cosmetic scientists while maintaining the confidence of the public in the cosmetic and toiletries industry.
Comprised of over 4,000 members, the Society of Cosmetic Chemists was founded in 1945 to promote
high standards of practice in the cosmetic sciences. We serve as a focus and provide the proper forums for the exchange of ideas and new developments in cosmetic research and technology.
Since 1948 Chapters have been the lifeblood of the Society of Cosmetic Chemists. We now have 19
Chapters throughout the United States and Canada which conduct monthly meetings, educational
seminars, suppliers' days and publish monthly newsletters. These Chapters are run by dedicated volunteers who lend their time and expertise to the smooth and efficient operation of each Chapter.
Download an application: http://www.scconline.org/website/about_scc/member_application.htm
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16th Annual SCC Ontario Chapter Golf Tournament

The weather couldn't have been better for a great
day out with friends and colleagues on the links in
the rolling hills of Caledon!! On July 26th our 16th
annual SCC Ontario Chapter Golf Tournament was
again held at Caledon Woods Golf Club north of
Bolton ! As a “Club Link” course our SCC members
were well taken care of by the staff . We had a wonderful turnout with 76 golfers and a total of 101 attendees which included dinner guests!
To all the golfers who attended, thank you for your
participation!
Esteemed winners were as follows:
First Lowest Score: Craig Broijer, Sam Maduri,
Jim McKellar, Doug Morin
Second Lowest Score Tie First Runner up:
Walter Schlichtig, Alfred Loh, Toby Bajzik,
Joe Orofiamma
We also held five skills competitions. The most
skillful of our group were:
Longest Drive Ladies: Mandy Billings
Longest Drive Men: Andy Formagie
Closest to the Pin Men: Sam Maduri
Closest to the Pin Ladies: Sharon Robertson
Closest to the Line Men & Ladies: Cecil Lobo

A special THANK YOU to our
valued contributors...
Support of this event was overwhelming, and
thanks to the generosity of our suppliers and
manufacturers almost every golfer finished the
day with a prize.

Prize Donation Contributors:
Andicor Specialty Chemicals
AIC
Azelis Canada Inc
Cambrian Chemicals
CCC Ingredients
Charles Tennant & Co. Ltd.
Chemsynergy
Debro Chemicals
Hunter Amenities
LV Lomas
Lucas Meyer
Pachem
Compagnie Parento
Quadra
Sensient
Seppic
Shoppers Drug Mart
Siltech
Starchem
Univar Canada

No matter how large or small the event,
there is always a lot of work that goes into it
and this golf tournament is no exception.
A special thank you goes out to Gagan Jain and
Craig Broijer for their time and effort in
organizing this grand event. Next year’s plans are
already in the works!
Again we thank our good friend Wayne Fretz who
took a great series of pictures at the event which
can be viewed at;

http://www.ontarioscc.org/sept2016/golf/

Best effort is made to include names of all sponsors! We apologize
if anyone has been excluded in error. Please advise us of any
omissions and we will be happy to include your company’s name
in a subsequent issue.
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SCC ONTARIO EMAIL
REGISTRATION
As you may have heard, anti-spam laws
in Canada went into effect on July 1st of
2014. As such we have had to ask all members and
anyone interested in receiving our periodic
communiqués from SCC Ontario for permission to be
put on our mail list. If you are no longer receiving our
emails or want to be included on our circulation list
going forward please click on this link below to
register;
http://sccontemail.coffeecup.com/forms/sccontemailregistration/

Please note your email information
will be used for SCC information
purposes ONLY!
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ATTENTION MEMBERS
Unemployed and
Emeritus members may
continue to attend monthly
meetings free of charge.
Please contact the
registration booth upon
arrival.

Unemployed
membership is free of charge
by submitting the renewal form
with
unemployment details.
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Evolution of Bleach Protection
By: Hillary A. Phillis
Marketing Manager, Active Concepts LLC
Introduction
Identity or Accessory? Lucinda Ellery, hair specialist, wrote a feature article for The Huffington Post explaining
that we view our hair as a "reflection of our identity."1 But truly, our hair is both an accessory and part of our
identity. It is simultaneously personal and public. Beauty, along with liberation and femininity, are social move‐
ments that track parallel to the trends in the hair care industry. Hair styles, and colors, are symbolic and iconic
statements made throughout history.
In the quest for individual expression, hair is exposed to mechanical, thermal, and chemical stressors. Mechani‐
cal and thermal processes contribute to some hair damage. However, chemical treatments tend to push hair
fibers to their limit. An impressive 75% of women color their hair and a growing percentage of men.2 Blonde is
the most coveted hair color giving bleach the strong hold on the market. Now, take a look at more recent hair
color trends...vibrant magentas, pastel pinks, punchy purples, and lovely lavenders are dominating the media.
The only way to achieve these new, popular hair colors is by first bleaching the hair, and then applying your
color of desire...imagine the damage! Fortunately, technological advances in cosmetic chemistry have allowed
for the creation of innovative products that are able to form a scaffolding around the hair shaft, protecting the
hair during chemical processing.
Structure of hair
The hair fiber consists of three main layers: medulla, cortex, and cuticle. The innermost layer, the medulla, is a
thin core of transparent cells and air spaces. In some humans, the medulla has a distinct shape within the core
of hair that can only be seen using highly magnified viewing methods. The cortex is the main body of the hair
fiber and sits between the medulla and the cuticle. The cortex consists of long keratin filaments held together
via disulfide and hydrogen bonds, where the melanin pigment is found. The cuticle, or outermost layer of the
hair, protects the cortex and medulla. This protective layer is composed of overlapping, tightly packed, down‐
ward‐facing scales. When in this position, the cuticle prevents moisture loss, while acting as the fiber’s protec‐
tive barrier.
All three layers comprise the shaft of the hair, the non‐living portion that extends from the scalp, with the main
constituent being the protein keratin. The keratin protein is compacted and cemented together to give a dis‐
tinct shape to the hair strand. Keratin, by nature, is a sulfur‐ rich protein with strong disulfide bonds producing
hair’s resilience and strength. The hair shaft is strengthened by hydrogen bonds which are weaker, yet more
numerous than disulfide bonds, and contribute to hair’s flexibility.The medulla and cortex contains the pig‐
ments known as melanins, specifically eumelanin and pheomelanin. Melanin is responsible for giving skin, eyes,
and hair visible pigment. Eumelanin is responsible for dark brown shades while pheomelanin produces red pig‐
mentation. Pigment ratios, or lack thereof, produce different shades of hair color. Complete loss of melanin
produces white or gray hues, while low concentrations of both proteins result in naturally blonde hair. In order
to alter the color of hair, the melanin within the hair fiber must be altered.
Bleaching Process
Bleach is utilized in the lightening of locks to create the perfect creamy, platinum hue, or to prep the hair for
additional color treatments.
Continued pg 17,18
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2017 SCC Ontario Chapter Board Elections
It is time for elections of the 2017 SCC Ontario Chapter Board
Members. We have two positions open for election this year: Chair-Elect
and Treasurer.

As a member of the SCC Ontario Chapter you will soon be sent
specific instructions on how to cast your vote!
Elections are open to all General Members of the SCC Ontario Chapter.
If you have any questions please contact one of the current board members listed
below. The newly elected board members will be introduced at the November 10th, 2016
meeting. Thank you for taking time to vote. Your support of the SCC Ontario Chapter is
greatly appreciated.

2016 SCC Ontario Chapter Board Members
Position

Name

Phone

Email

Chair

Shahin Kalantari

416-567-6572 shahink@davicenna.com

Chair-Elect Saina Taidi

416-758-3700 staidi@apollocorp.com

Treasurer

Robert Castillo

416-740-5300 rob.castillo@univarcanada.com

Secretary

Monika Melao

416-741-9264 mmelao@ctc.ca

2016 Ontario Chapter Candidates
CHAIR ELECT
Candidate: Elizabeth Peitsis
Elizabeth Peitsis started her career in the Personal Care industry 10 years ago as a Senior
Purchaser for Hunter Amenities. While employed at Hunter she learned various aspects of the
business and implemented valuable process improvements . In 2009 Elizabeth was featured
in a global magazine article for Cosmetics International; discussing the downturn within
the market and the economic challenges . Through various roles and her passion for
Cosmetics, Elizabeth has been able to evolve in her Career, currently employed by Azelis
Canada Inc in the position of Sales Account Manager for Personal Care. In her free time
Elizabeth enjoys hosting social events and is an outdoors enthusiast. She is especially
grateful for the positive support from her friends and colleagues who have always encouraged her throughout her career. Elizabeth Peitsis has been an active Board Member for the
Ontario Society of Cosmetic Chemists for the last 7 years where she has participated and
planned several events.
TREASURER
Candidate: Robert Castillo
Robert Castillo is currently a Sales Manager at Univar Canada looking after The Personal Care
& Pharmaceutical Industries. Prior to this Rob was an Account Manager calling on the Personal
Care Industry for over 10 years and still has some direct sales & Product Management responsibilities. He had started out at CHEMCENTRAL in 2000 and quickly found a home in the Personal Care Industry and continued this role when they were acquired by Univar in 2007. It was
at that time that he joined the SCC and is now also an active member of the board.
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Continued from page 12

Volumes of hydrogen peroxide ranging from ten to forty are used as developer in the bleaching process to
deliver a range of desired results. Each volume has a specific hydrogen peroxide content ranging from 3% to
12%. The higher the volume the more oxygen that can be released in the hair shaft when applied. Therefore,
the volume is selected specifically for the treatment or lift desired. The volume of hydrogen peroxide, also
known as the developer, is added into the bleach powder or cream. The bleach powder or cream typically
contain agents to speed up the process of bleaching the hair such as: ammonium persulfate, potassium persul‐
fate, sodium persulfate, or a mixture of all three. The highly alkaline mixture of developer and bleach raises the
cuticle of the hair fiber and allows hydrogen peroxide to penetrate the cortex, acting as the oxidizing agent. A
series of irreversible oxidation reactions utilizing oxygen remove electrons from the melanin resulting in the
well‐known color change.
The melanin within the cortex remains present, but is rendered colorless through the reactions, producing the
resulting blonde palette. The lighter or more lifted the hair, the more visible the pale yellow tint of keratin.
Hair is naturally proteinaceous containing a vast amount of oxidizable groups, not just melanin. When bleaching
the hair, more than one type of bond and protein is affected, resulting in damaged, weakened hair. Hydrogen
peroxide damages thioester bonds between cuticle cells, areas rich in amino acids, ionic bonds, and disulfide
bonds in the cortical matrix. But the damage doesn't stop there, 18‐methyl eicosanoic acid, a fatty acid found
on the surface of the hair is degraded resulting in dry, brittle hair fibers. Additionally, during the chemical
process the cuticle is raised, causing it to be porous, like a sponge. Just as sponges behave, the hair soaks up
water quickly but it loses it just as fast. In conjunction with stressors, fibers receive no relief from the damage
imposed.
As popular trends continue toward the extreme, repairing the structure and elasticity, particularly after bleach
applications, is not only desired, but necessary.
Damage Prevention & Repair
The degree of damage inflicted during chemical processes rarely deters a consumer. Repair is often the after‐
thought resulting from chemical damage, when the excitement has worn off.Throughout the evolution of
modern hair care, consumers have witnessed multiple iterations of hair repair options. Typical means of
damage repair include; reparative shampoos, deep or leave in conditioners, treatments, hair masks, and most
recently, hair oils. These current market offerings utilize a range of mechanisms, which stand on their
predecessors to target both pre and post treatment repair.
Dating back to the early 1970’s, dimer acid esters were utilized to pretreat the hair or to use concurrently with
bleach to coat and protect adding an additional layer of protection from the harsh chemical treatment.3 Ac‐
cording to US Patent 4,067,345 Kelly, et al. hair treated with this protective organic compound was less
susceptible to post bleach damage. Meanwhile, silicones gained popularity in the 70’s, offering a multitude of
varieties that have been and are still largely utilized in hair care. US Patent 8,740,995 Schweinsberg, et al.
specifically discusses the pretreatment use of a 4‐morpholinomethyl‐substituted silicone which offers improved
hair protectionwithnonegativeeffectontheoutcomeoftheoxidativetreatment.4 Siliconesand synthetic
copolymers characteristic barrier protection continues to be the main driving force in pre‐bleach treatments.
Posttreatment repair offerings have also spanned the spectrum over the years. US Patent 5,136,093 Smith
discusses quaternized panthenol as a remedy for post‐bleached fibers in the early 90’s via hair fiber penetra‐
tion. Quaternized panthenol was claimed to penetrate the hair deeply to provide long lasting moisture control,
reduce split ends, smooth the cuticle, and repair damage by chemical processes.5 Posttreatment remedies
typically take advantage of the damaged, ruptured cuticle to offer short term smoothing. US Patent 8,927,751
Moriya utilizes an organopolysiloxane with a specific organic group to smooth the cuticle and deliver enhanced
combability properties to the damaged hair.6
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Additional mechanisms range from utilizing silicones, silicone copolymers, and silicone moieties to coat and
protect from further damage, quaternary ammonia compounds to condition and rehydrate, and hydrolyzed
proteins to strengthen and protect damaged locks. Anionic keratin sulfonates have also been used to condition
and strengthen the hair by binding to the fiber post chemical treatment. Posttreatment mechanisms have
evolved to a more recent technology: bond repair. US Patent 9,095,518 Pressly, et al. discusses the repair of the
ruptured disulfide bonds within the hair. US Patent 9,326,926 Pressly, et al. utilizes polyfunctional compounds
capable of forming ionic bonds to aid in repair to bring hair back to its pretreatment state.7,8 Evolution of both
pre and post treatments have resulted in a traceable timeline of innovation from dimer acid esters, silicone
based mechanisms, to bond repair.
The personal care industry often seeks information from a multitude of other industries and vice versa.
Currently within the chemical industry the pressure for greener product chemistry and the push to move away
from petrochemicals and silicone based technologies has impacted the lines of innovation within the personal
care raw materials industry. Just as the timeline of evolution is visible through bleach repair, the shift to
accommodate consumer pressures willbecome evident in the coming years. As the market demands new,
multifunctional mechanisms innovation must shift to accommodate.
Leading edge technology indicates that mimicking bio‐films formed by microorganisms could be the next step in
chemical process protection. Synthetic biology is the re‐design of existing, natural biological systems for other,
useful purposes.9 Through synthetic biology inspiration for natural product chemistry can be drawn. Specifically
bio‐films, unlike typical films, are polymeric chains forming a conglomeration of proteins, amino acids and
polysaccharides that creates a complex, supportive interwoven matrix. A potential mechanism, US Patent
Application 62/289,493, mimics the structure of bio‐films, creating a supporting scaffolding matrix on the hair
fiber while still allowing the bleach particles to penetrate the cortex and react. Innovative research, inspired by
nature shows a supportive scaffolding matrix, derived from hydrolyzed pea protein & Selaginella lepidophylla
extract, is a chemically resilient material that ionically binds to the hair’s cuticle offering long‐term protection
from harsh hair color, free radicals, peroxides, and environmental stressors.
The three dimensional structure self‐situates between the cuticle and the cortex where it self assembles to its
supporting scaffolding with a semi‐permeable membrane to reinforce and support the hair’s structure. This
support allows for minimal damage to the fiber during the harsh chemical process. Concurrently, the product
seals the cuticle to lock in moisture and prevent further damage. The concept of prevention via support with
simultaneous long term sealing of the cuticle is the leading edge of next generation hair care.
In a world where more is more, combining prevention and repair is the next logical step to allow trends like
bright purple locks to become attainable without the excess damage. An engineered plant‐based hybrid
biopolymer utilizing poly‐compound reactions brings the idea of a multi‐step and multi‐level web of protection
to life in the next iteration of consumer inspired hair care technology.
References:
‐ Ellery, Lucinda. Hair and History: Why Hair is Important to Women. Huffington Post. 07 Sept 2014. Web. 20
June 2016.
‐ Sherrow V. Encyclopedia of Hair: A Cultural History. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press; 2006.
‐ Kelly et al. US Patent 4,067,345, 1970
‐ Schweinsberg. US Patent 8,740,995, 2013
5‐ Smith. US Patent 5,136,093, 1991
6‐ Moriya. US Patent 8,927,751, 2011
7‐ Pressly et al. US Patent 9,095,518, 2012
8‐ Pressly et al. US Patent 9,326,926, 2014
9‐ Synthetic Biology. Web. 25 July 2016
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Programs and Privileges
Journal - Membership includes subscription to the Journal of Cosmetic Science,
the Official Journal of the Society of Cosmetic Chemists. The Journal contains
technical papers on topics of interest to
cosmetic scientists and is distributed six
times per year.

ATTENDANCE
DRAW!!

Last year we added a special feature to our regular
meetings which we are
continuing this year. We
will be doing an ”Attendance Draw” at
each meeting. The rules are easy….be
a member, attend the meeting and you
could win. That’s it...simple. A members name will be drawn at each meeting and as long as that lucky member is
in attendance they get $100!!!

Meetings & Seminars - The Society holds its Annual
Scientific Meeting each December and its Annual
Scientific Seminar each May. The Meetings and
Seminars provide a forum for an exchange of current
findings and technology on topics of global interest
in cosmetic science.
Continuing Education Programs - Our CEP Programs are short courses taught by practicing cosmetic scientists and perfumers, all acknowledged
experts in their disciplines.
Chapters - Each member is assigned to one of seventeen Chapters throughout the United States and
Canada, according to his or her geographic location. Chapters hold local scientific meetings
throughout the year, and many publish their own
newsletters.
I.F.S.C.C. - The Society of Cosmetic Chemists is
one of 42 member organizations within the International Federation of Societies of Cosmetic Chemists.
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Trivia (answers pg 24)

PART A
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

PART B

Match the country to the flag

Which country has the largest land mass?
a.

Canada

b.

Russia

c.

China

d.

USA

NORTH KOREA

Which country is the most linguistically diverse?
a.

Indonesia

b.

USA

c.

India

d.

Papua New Guinea

LEBANON

Of the following, which country has the lowest population
density?
a.

Russia

b.

Iceland

c.

Mongolia

d.

Australia

BHUTAN

Which country has the highest population
a.

India

b.

Indonesia

c.

China

d.

USA

ANTARTICA

Which country has the most billionaires?
a.

USA

b.

China

c.

Russia

d.

India

ECUADOR

Which country has the largest army?
a.

USA

b.

China

c.

North Korea

d.

India

HAITI

Which country has the most Nobel Prize winners?
a.

Germany

b.

USA

c.

United Kingdom

d.

Canada

SRI LANKA
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https://www.facebook.com/SCCOntario

Seneca College is developing a full time,
one year, day time post graduate
certificate in Cosmetic Science. We are
currently seeking industry experts in the areas of
raw materials, formulation and cosmetic regulations
to develop curriculum and/or provide instruction. Ideal candidates will have excellent English
skills and current expertise in the cosmetic
industry. If you are interested, please forward your
resume and contact
information to;

paola.battiston@senecacollege.ca.
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NEWSLETTER POSTING
DATES FOR 2016
Here are the dates for 2016 that the
Northern Highlights Staff plan to post
the 5 newsletters for the year;






January 24th
April 4th
May 5th
September 1st
October 13th
(or as close as we can get)

Should posting dates change throughout the year the most up to date list can
be found at
http://www.ontarioscc.org/newsletters.htm

Presenters
Welcome!!!
The SCC Ontario Chapter
board is currently
accepting submissions for
presentations! Interested
parties can submit a
presentation abstract and a
biography. Your talk may
be accepted for either a
Chapter meeting or
Education Day.
Please send all enquiries to
Andy Halasz (speaker
coordinator) at

ahalasz@rogers.com
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Trivia (see pg 21)

PART A
1. B—Russia

2. D- Papua New

3. C-Mongolia

4. C -China

Guinea

PART B
5. A– USA

6. B– China

7. B– USA

….to the winning table at our May meeting
comprised of Abena Gyamfi-Aidoo, Anna Boateng,
Nilay Shah, Donna Landry, Keith Ali, Ivy Phung and
Leana Rosanelli
Special thanks to Andrea Boylan for preparing the
trivia!!

JOB SEARCH
Position and Territory
Charles Tennant & Company, a specialty chemical distributor since 1932, has an opening for a new
Technical Sales Representative in Ontario with potential to expand to additional regions. Personal Care
as the primary, but not limiting market.
Requirements:
 University Degree in chemical sciences
 Minimum 2 years industry sales experience is preferred
 Previous technical lab experience is an asset
 Strong verbal and written communication skills
 Self-motivated and able to work independently
 Excellent computer and organizational skills
 Strong presentation, negotiation and interpersonal skills
 A proactive attitude and desired to succeed
 Valid driver’s license
 Willing to travel
Responsibilities:
Provide sales and technical support to customers within region
Be technically knowledgeable and promote our product offerings to new and existing customers
Develop strong customer relationships within R&D, marketing and purchasing
Attend and participate in meetings, training and conventions as required
Complete reporting functions in a comprehensive and prompt manner







We offer:
 Competitive salary & benefits
 Car allowance or company car; Electronic devices for business use
 On-going training
Please forward resumes to: lvinci@ctc.ca and mmelao@ctc.ca
Note: Resumes will be accepted until September 19th with interviews beginning September 20th
24

Your ad here!!

Contact Vera at

vera@plantpower.ca

Speak out ...be heard!!
With a focus on education, the SCC
Ontario Chapter is always striving to bring
the highest quality educational seminars to
our Chapter members. At the same time we
like to entertain and foster a social environment. The problem is, you can’t make everyone happy! That’s why we need your feedback. Fill out a simple questionnaire on line and tell us what interests YOU;

www.ontarioscc.org/sccsurvey.htm
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UPCOMING EVENTS
September 22nd, 2016
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

Education Day—Vanya Loroch, Ph D— Direct Swiss Biotech Association Academy

Oct 30th-Nov 2nd, 2016
Walt Disney World Resort, Fla

29th IFSCC Congress

November 10th, 2016
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Chapter Meeting—Vito Cataldo, Lonza

November 25th, 2016
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

Holiday Dinner Dance

February 2nd, 2017
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Chapter Meeting— TBA

March 23rd, 2017
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Chapter Meeting— TBA

May 25th, 2017
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Chapter Meeting— TBA

September 19th, 2017
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Chapter Education Day— TBA

November 9th, 2017
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Chapter Meeting— TBA

November 24th, 2017
The Venetian, Vaughan ON

SCC Ontario Holiday Dinner Dance

ONTARIO CHAPTER SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAMSOCIETY FOR COSMETIC CHEMISTS
The support of Cosmetic Science Education and Research are central to the goals of the Society of
Cosmetic Chemists (SCC). The Ontario Chapter has developed a
Scholarship Program available to students planning to complete
cosmetic science research in Canada. In the past, the $1000.00 award
has been presented to students from the University of Toronto,
University of Waterloo, University of Guelph and McMaster
University. The program began in 2003 and 14 students have received
awards.
Interested students are invited to submit a brief one page outline to
Dennis Zuccolin, Director of Scholarships at
dzucoli@maccosmetics.com. The scholarship applications will be reviewed by the SCC Ontario
Chapter Board members. Students awarded a scholarship can also apply for additional support (up to
$1000.00) to cover research and development costs, training and conference expenses.
Successful candidates are encouraged to attend SCC meetings, volunteer at events, collaborate with
members of the Society, prepare a poster presentation, write an article for the newsletter and make a
brief oral presentation on their research at a chapter meeting.
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MEMBERSHIP
For those who would like to become members, yearly fees are $140 US. Applications are
available from your Executive Committee or on-line at www.SCCOnline.org.
Please return the completed form at your convenience and reap the benefits of the SCC. For
renewal memberships, please send payments directly to the SCC National Office. For your
convenience, National will accept payment by VISA, Mastercard or AMEX. Please contact
National for details.

Address
Changes??
Throughout the year many
of our members change
jobs or relocate and forget to notify the
National Office. Without notification, these
members may not receive Important
mailings and eventually are made inactive.
We have created a form that is now
available on the SCC website which allows
members to make changes to their
information and it is sent to the National
office. Please visit the following website to
make your changes;

http://www.scconline.org
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